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About This Game

Meet Fred, a good and honest guy. Fred only ever wanted to get to the finish without falling down. But there is one problem - he
is VERY clumsy when it comes to running fast, even the slightest obstacle can make him trip and fall down. Poor guy! Will you

help Fred out?

Clumsy Fred is a ragdoll physics based simulation 3D game where you step in the shoes of Fred and follow him on his strange
endeavours to learn how to run without falling, while overcoming different challenges and obstacles.

You have a time limit to get to the finish. Be careful of the obstacles, because collision drains your health and, more
importantly, costs you time if you fall. If you do not make it in time you have to restart the level.

Go trough each checkpoint, avoiding obstacles, until you reach the finish within the time limit. Upon reaching the finish line
you will unlock a new level of the game.
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Features:

- Ragdoll physics
- Unique 3D models
- Cool animations

- Many obstacles and challenges
- Funny sound effects

- Intuitive controls
- VERY fun to play

Music by: dl-sounds.com
Car physics and model made with: Edy's Vehicle Physics

Road made with: EasyRoads3D Pro
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Title: Clumsy Fred
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BeshevGames
Publisher:
BeshevGames
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017
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Simple but decent idea, however the game requires super human reflexes. The second you see a single pixel of the enemy they
are already moving and shooting at you. Restarting a level is clunky and takes to long.. Don't buy it so I have less people to
compete with in the leaderboard i want to be in the game. This is one of the greatest games I have ever played in my entire life..
It's not really so much of a game and you probably won't 'play' it for hours every day... But it's a very relaxing experience, filled
with beautiful music and hand-drawn graphics. There's a few puzzles in there as well and you get to collect some wisdom scrolls
and quotes. You could easily meditate with this playing in the background.
Worth it's low price, if you just want to unwind and relax for a while every now and then. (Though you can also find plenty of
equality beautiful music to relax\/meditate to.). The best FF on steam, XIII and XV are boring, VIII is inferior to the PS1
version and VI is a bastardization of the original game as they re released the awful Android port.

XII has an interesting enough story with memorable characters, a deeper combat system and the locations are always gorgeous in
the way only a PS2 game could make them.. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 is a true OLD SCHOOL tactical shooter - if you have
a short attention span, this game is not for you. During the campaign, you will spend A LOT of time creating and adjusting your
plan of attack and - believe it or not - that's the whole beauty of this game. The sense of achievement you get once you complete
a mission with no team casualties is immense and it keeps you motivated until the very last mission, no matter how often you die
trying to get there.

Buy this game if you want a challenging and intense gaming experience. 10/10 it's just great. Visuals
- Boring gameplay
- Cheap soundtrack
- Too easy
- Boring upgrades
- Early access. I bought it for 14 cents

Waste of 14 cents. Simple, fun, adictive. More choice of hero and equipement would be nice!. Not one of my favorites in the
series but the atmosphere and location is beautiful. It seemed a bit limited, no day/night, you can't wander town either but just
navigate through a cemetery, you can switch to Bess but she can't do much either. Most puzzles seemed like too much effort for
low payoff, had to look up  "Constance Norrington" but the rest of the names were superb  and my favorite was the marble
puzzle. The villian was also very predictable compared to other games in the series.
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God blessing me because this game isn't bad.
Extremely hard esspecially for beginners.
Firstly the game includes a tutorial...
There is no turorial,I stuck in the lvl2 stage because there was a button what I didn't push.
Secondly there are phases where you can only go throught, if you try the level 15 times and learn the all map to avoid
irrevocable actions.Like I pushed a cube the right way and I couldn't bring back left.
Thirdly,Checkpoints are very far away and you will rage if you are not pro in parkour platform games.
Fourthly I had some very irritating bugs like I stood on a moving platform when the game had a checkpoint and always when I
died I fell throught it and died again.I needed to restart the map again and suck with the elements or another example when the
cube went throught the moving platform and I couldn't bring back.
Fifthly I liked the music. I am not a fan of dupstep but I liked it.
The game is 4 euro it worth the price because the background is unique and the puzzles too.. I want to love this game, but it is
completely unplayable until they make a way to move the table. Automatically to edge of play area, which for most people is a
wall.

UPDATE: They have fixed the table location issue. Still kind of a bummer you can't adjust the table position, but now I am able
to play. Not sure if this will be more difficult for those with smaller play areas, but it works for me!. Tell you stories of how
passionate someone can be about making eSport their life,their jobs. Feelings that you might thought have or wouldn't have in
competing in this kind of environment. Focusing on Starcraft II games....which is a strategy based games focusing on your fast
thinking and micro skills.. If you like games with stealth and infiltration missions, you MUST play it. Otherwise, if you are
looking for a good FPS you are in the wrong place.
Great story and mechanics. beautiful graphics and gameplay.
l'm Love old 16 bit games :)
Story is okay :). Best adventure game I have played since the age of the Monkey Island series.
Strong epic fantasy story that will keep you on throught out the game.
Excellent puzzle logic with one of the best hints system that will help you when you are stuck without telling you everything.
Graphics looks superb reminding me oil paintings and sound along with the voices are also of high standards.
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